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Artificial Intelligence and its 




4 Types of AI
• Reactive Machines
• Deep blue – IBM’s chess computer
• Limited Memory
• Self-driving cars
• Theory of Mind
• Ability to appreciate that objects in world have thoughts and emotions 
impacting behavior
• Self-awareness
• Machine that have consciousness
HTTP://DIGITALINTELLIGENCETODAY.COM
AI Today
• Reactive machines and machines with limited memory have emerged 
at a rapid rate
• The work ‘machine’ is not the best choice of wording
• What we really have available to us are large-scale computer 
resources with:
1. Enough memory to store the data and information we gather each day
2. Sufficient processing capabilities to efficiently analyze the data we have and 
identify patterns in the information that may predict things non-intuitive to 
an individual decision-maker
AI in Business Organizations
• 58% of businesses surveyed are using predictive analytics
• 62% of business organizations will be using AI by the end of 2018
• 38% are currently
• 61% of companies with an ‘innovation strategy’ are prioritizing the 
incorporation of AI into their data analysis groups
• Great article by Narrative Science: 
https://narrativescience.com/OutlookAI2016 
AI is Not Magic, Just Data
• Video
https://www.cbinsights.com/research/deep-learning-ai-startups-market-map-company-list/
AI in Retail Today
• Focus is on:
• Customer interaction
• Understanding shopper behavior
• Forecasting demand
• What is missing:
• Making operational decisions
• Using the data you are keeping 
for no reason
Source: Fung Global Retail Tech
AI Retail Use Case – Amazon Go
• Employs check-out-free technology 
• Customers use app to check in
• Sensors track which objects customers pick up and put in their basket
• Amazon accounts are automatically charged after exiting the store
• Video: https://youtu.be/NrmMk1Myrxc





• Model: system to make predictions
• Parameters: signals used by model to determine  decisions
• Learner: the system that adjusts the parameters by reacting to 
differences in predicted versus actual result
• Video
Creating Model – Simple Retail Example
• Hypothesis:
• Number of advertisement spots for Product A can tell us the number of sales 
to expect for that product.












• When someone says they 
have a ‘model’, it means they 
have an equation that:
• Accepts a numerical input
• Outputs a numerical 
prediction
• In this example 
• Sales = 5,000 x # of 
Advertisement Spots + 
$10,000 
• Acceptable candidate model 

















Number of Advertisement Spots
Sales vs. Advertisement Spots
Timeout – What’s the difference between our 
‘model’ and established forecasting equations?
• What we just did looks a lot like forecasting equations that have been 
used for decades
• Key difference between forecasting and ML
• Forecasting: one equation, one time
• ML: model is always updating itself
• A ‘bad’ initial model doesn’t mean machine learning is going to fail
• A ‘bad’ forecast equation may lead to poor decisions for an extended period of time
What is learning?
• In real life, we observe 
what actually occurs and 
can compare it to the 
model
• How `smart’ is the model?
• In real life what would 
you do if you had an 
expression that gave you 
an incorrect result?
• Change it


















Number of Advertisement Spots





• There are many different models to predict and/or classify 
information using machine learning
• What we discussed in the previous example can be thought of as 
linear regression
• Can be extended to logistic or multivariate logistic regression
• Powerful models that are less familiar (but very powerful)
• Neural networks
• Support vector machines
Supervised Machine Learning: Step-by-Step
• The most basic distinction in machine learning is whether your 
learning will be supervised or unsupervised
• Supervised – we have some information to validate our model
• Unsupervised – we have no idea what the true answer/pattern/categories of 
our model are
• Most business data inherently has validation information, so we will 
focus on supervised learning
• Consider a retailer that sells dresses in their merchandising 
department and is looking for a better way to predict whether a dress 
should be in stock.  We will build a support vector machined-based 
regression model to aid with this scenario.
Step 1 – Data Collection
• Obtain data that can be classified into one of two categories:
• Information that influences a decision
• The true outcome of what happened 
• In this example, the variables/factors considered in our neural 
network for each dress are:  
• Style, Price, Rating, Size, Season, NeckLine, Sleeve, Length, Waistline, 
Material, Fabric, Type, Decoration, Pattern Type 
• The known outcome for each dress is:
• Recommended, not recommended
Step 2 – Choosing the model
• Which model uses fits our scenario the best?
• Linear regression, regression trees, support vector machines, gaussian 
regression
• Good news here:
• You do not have to be an expert in all of these models to exercise machine 
learning.  Modern software allows you to exercise numerous models to 
determine best fit.  
Step 3 – Train your model using input data
• This is where the machine learning magic actually happens
• The computer will implement gradient ascent to determine the best 
weights for the elements in your model.
Side note on identifying best parameter 
weights
• One of the impressive 
features of ML is how this 
search is done
• How does ML go about 
improving (learning) a 
model?
• Think about how you climb a 
steep mountain
• Calculus does the exact 
same thing
• ML does calculus really fast 
and very frequently 
Step 4 – Using Model
Neural networks – how the brain works
• Each neuron receives inputs from other 
neurons 
• A few neurons also connect to receptors
• The effect of each input line on the 
neuron is controlled by a synaptic weight 
• The synaptic weights adapt so that the 
whole network learns to perform useful 
computations 
• Recognizing objects, making plans
• You have about 10^11 neurons each 
with about 10^14 weights. 
Demystifying a neural network
Neural Network Video
Neural network – learn by example
• Popular illustration
• Handwriting recognition
• Images available via MNIST
Neural network – learn by example (single 
digit)
• Start with single digit
• How can we figure out if this 28 x 28 pixel image is a 5?
Neural network – learn by example 
(structure)
• I would argue that this 
network representation will 
be all we need.
• Why?  Grab a partner and 
answer the following
• Why are there 784 neurons in 
the input layer?
• Why are there 10 neurons in 
the output layer?
Neural network – learn by example (hidden 
layers)
• What are hidden layers?
• Simple answer: what you want them to be
• Useful answer: clever components of what you are trying to determine
• I’d argue that the existence of each of the images below might be 3 useful neurons 
in the hidden layer.  Why?
Neural network – learn by example (weights 
and bias)
• How do we know how ‘good’ our neural network is at telling us accurate results?
• I won’t get ‘mathy’, but we really just need a way to see how good/bad our network is 
performing with specficed weights
• This will do the trick:
• C = cost
• w = weights being used
• b = biases
• x = input
• Input is a 28 x 28 matrix with each value representing the grey value for a particular pixel
CIFAR Demo in MatLAB
• https://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/convnetjs/demo/mnist.html
Using Neural Networks for Retail Forecasting
Item STORE_NBR HIST_EVALUATE_START_DT WM_YR_WK GREGORIAN_DATE retail WKLYQty Fcst
A 451 1/9/2016 11631 8/27/2016 0.86 1558
A 5058 12/17/2016 11710 4/1/2017 1.18 1406
C 1612 2/20/2016 11734 9/16/2017 1.58 1288
B 1282 10/8/2016 11808 3/17/2018 201.02
C 6469 2/20/2016 11650 1/7/2017 2.97 260
C 281 2/20/2016 11832 9/1/2018 0
C 2201 2/20/2016 11824 7/7/2018 0
C 1237 2/20/2016 11730 8/19/2017 1.78 565
B 3357 10/8/2016 11832 9/1/2018 0
A 174 1/9/2016 11625 7/16/2016 0.98 1183
A 5141 1/9/2016 11641 11/5/2016 1.61 1045
Step 1 – Data Collection
• Obtain data that can be classified into one of two categories:
• Information that influences a decision
• The true outcome of what happened 
• In this example, the variables/factors considered in our neural 
network for each item are:
• Store number, forecast date, historical forecast date, product, forecast
• The known outcome for each product is:
• Actual demand
Step 2 – Training, Validation Data Size
• In general, you should divide your data into two parts
• Data to train your model
• Data to validate your model
• 80% training, 20% validation is a reasonable starting place
Step 3 – Determine number of neurons in 
hidden layer
• For a basic neural network, a good starting place is 10 neurons
• If you are disappointed with the model’s results, this parameter is the 
first thing to increase and try again
• Remember that the more neurons, the more sophistication and the 
more computational time
Step 4 – Train your model using input data
• Choose an algorithm to train your neural net with
• Usually 3 to choose from by default
Step 5 – Assess your results
• Demo output plots
Digging Deeper into Neural Networks
• playground.tensorflow.org
Machine Learning Classification –Example via 
grocery customer characterization
• So far we have used support vector machines and neural networks to 
forecast and predict
• There are other useful machine learning functionalities
• Clustering is one very useful technique for analyzing data
• In clustering, relationships between retail, vendor, customer and 
product information can reveal trends that lead to improved business 
strategies
• Scenario:
• We have sales information for the following categories:
• Sales Channel, Sales Region, Fresh, Milk, Grocery Frozen, Detergents, Delicatessen 
Machine Learning Clustering 
• In clustering, there is no prediction to make
• We only need the categories, not a matching outcome in our data
• We are interested in whether there are quantitative relationships 
between the categories
• May reveal customer shopping patterns
• Could help with replenishment strategies
• May reveal seasonality and geographic influences on sales 
Clustering Video
Step 1 – Data Collection
• Obtain data that has any number of attributes
• Again, no need for outcome like in prediction/forecasting
• In this example, the categories we will consider are
• Sales Channel, Sales Region, Fresh, Milk, Grocery Frozen, Detergents, 
Delicatessen 
Step 2 – Self Organizing Model Size
• Determine number of neurons in your model
• Whatever you choose for # neurons, the clustering map will be # neurons by # 
neurons 
• 10 is a reasonable starting place
Step 3 – Train your model using input data
• No models here to choose from
Step 4 – Assess your results
• Demo output plots
• Neighbor weight plots is most telling
• Indicates divisions in your data
Advanced Data Analysis (Python required)
• Pearson co-relation matrix




1 and 2 collectively 
explain variance of 
all categories well
Advanced Data Analysis (Python required)
• Data is best
grouped into 2 clusters
• Investigating customer 
characteristics of these two 
clusters show that there 
are customers who spend
well below average and 
customers who spend slightly
above average








tion_id svc_count wmt_recount Unit Price Item_Tag
Discrepancy_Co
unt Final Count Final Adj Final $ Adj
2821 74 11120234596 249.00 7431 2.00 0.000 249.00 11120234596_7431 0.000 0.000 -2 -498
2821 11
85119900130
5 159.00 6310 5.00 2.000 159.00 851199001305_6310 2.000 2.000 -3 -477
2821 5 31398267843 34.96 6762 14.00 1.000 34.96 31398267843_6762 1.000 1.000 -13 -454.48
2821 14 75741060088 34.92 7287 14.00 1.000 34.92 75741060088_7287 1.000 1.000 -13 -453.96
2821 92 78742067841 2.48 4870 181.00 0.000 2.48 78742067841_4870 #N/A 0.000 -181 -448.88
2821 4 13700219030 3.48 4700 130.00 8.000 3.48 13700219030_4700 8.000 8.000 -122 -424.56
2821 22
84417803357
2 21.94 7504 23.00 4.000 21.94 844178033572_7504 4.000 4.000 -19 -416.86
2821 22
81548802068
2 69.00 4033 12.00 6.000 69.00 815488020682_4033 6.000 6.000 -6 -414
2821 40
85499500700
7 3.98 53 105.00 1.000 3.98 854995007007_53 #N/A 1.000 -104 -413.92
2821 21 42229272240 5.64 158 144.00 72.000 5.64 42229272240_158 #N/A 72.000 -72 -406.08
2821 5
73185512320
9 99.96 5 5.00 1.000 99.96 731855123209_5 #N/A 1.000 -4 -399.84
2821 14
88787800452
7 17.97 7321 26.00 4.000 17.97 887878004527_7321 4.000 4.000 -22 -395.34
2821 87
66054337350
6 29.92 6914 14.00 1.000 29.92 660543373506_6914 1.000 1.000 -13 -388.96
Machine learning clustering could tell us if there are clusters of products that should 
be recounted?
Is it product location in store
Is it type of product?
Not all decision problems require AI
• I’ll even go as far as saying all decision problems don’t need AI
Optimization as a Problem Solving Tool
1. Define the problem.
• what is the problem?
• who is the decision-maker?
• select the inputs
• parameters – beyond the decision-maker’s control
• need data and/or experts to quantify these
• decision variables – the variables the decision-maker controls
• we cannot model the entire world
• we have to leave things out
• tradeoff between validity and tractability (solvability) 
Optimization as a Problem Solving Tool
2. Identify constraints on the decision variables.
• what limitations are placed on the decision variables?
• describe these limitations mathematically
3. Identify the objective function(s).
• what criteria are used to evaluate the quality of solutions?
• describe these criteria mathematically
Optimization as a Problem Solving Tool
4. Identify a recommended solution.
• the approach depends on the first three steps
Types of Optimization Models
• deterministic models
• all parameters are known with certainty
• goal is typically to find the best solution
• probabilistic models
• at least one parameter is uncertain (random)
• goal is typically to develop a method for evaluating solutions one at a time
Example with No Math
1. ranking college football teams
Ranking College Football Teams
• problem (in words)
• 120 teams
• each team only plays 8-12 other teams
• inconsistency in results
• Team A defeated Team B
• Team B defeated Team C
• Team C defeated Team A
• need to rank the teams from best to worst
• approximately 7 ´ 10198 possible rankings
Ranking College Football Teams
• parameters
• winner and loser of each game
• decision variables
• where to rank each team
• constraints
• each team gets one ranking position
• each ranking position gets one team
Ranking College Football Teams
• objective function
• minimize the number of violations of individual game results
• violation º winner ranked below loser
Optimization in Retail Operations
• Items in backroom sit ready for restocking
• A finite number of workers are available for restocking
• In what order should items be restocked so maximize the time usage 
of the workers?
• This is a very well known optimization problem (traveling salesperson 
proble) solved for years in other fields:
• Package delivery
• Airline routing
• Mathematical programming required, not artificial intelligence
Reshelving Formulation
x_i,j is 1 if the worker goes from shelf i to j and 0 otherwise
Constraints 3 and 4 ensure that each shelf is restocked exactly once
d_ij x_ij allows us to keep track of the distance traveled by the worker in a particular solution 







• Not absolutely necessary to be an expert in any one of these.  Optimization 
software will give you solver options.  You just need to define objective, 
decisions and constraints.
• Common optimization solvers: Excel, MatLab, CPLEX, Gurobi, OpenSolver
Restocking Demo
Machine learning – facility operation example
Credit: Zalando and Nvidia
Consider a warehouse control situation with the layout above.
How might AI/ML help in this very common situation?
Facility operations – role of AI/ML
• One realistic application 
is determining a pick 
list for a warehouse. 
Facility operations – traditional picking
• Identify splits of orders into potential pick lists
• Use known Optimal Cart Pick algorithm calculate travel time for candidate 
lists
• Optimize these two decisions using genetic algorithm or simulated 
annealing
• What is the problem?
• The travel time algorithm takes a few seconds to complete
• Not feasible to consider a real-size problem
• Many traditional decision-making approaches are limited to either
• (i) toy problems that aren’t realistic
• Have no memory property 
Facility operations – AI/ML mindset
• If we had a better way to determine something as simple as travel time 
along a route in a warehouse, we could make very powerful decisions
• What if we didn’t calculate travel time from scratch?
• What if a computer ‘knew’ the travel time for a potential pick list?
• Given that I’m now telling you that we can use AI/ML to determine 
common things such as operation times, how do you think we can go 
about that?  Take a few minutes to think about the following:
• What data do we need?
• What will be the input/output of our AI/ML model?
Facility operations – AI/ML approach
• Generated millions of random pick lists 
• Use travel time algorithm to give each list a “label”: the calculated travel 
time 
• Input the coordinates of the pick lists along with the travel times into a 
convolutional neural network. 
• Train network using Caffe neural network framework
• Final very accurate model determined on the order of weeks
Facility operations – AI/ML solution
• The network estimation of travel times is off by an average of 32.25 seconds for 
every hour of calculated travel time
• The neural network estimate is only off by 0.895% on average.
Tools to implement AI in business






• Apache Spark MLlib
• Caffe
AI/ML in Walmart Retail – Interactive 
Discussion
• What could we do with produce availability information?
AI/ML in Walmart Retail – Interactive 
Discussion
• What could we do with lost sales information?
Words of Caution – AI/ML
• Moving decisions to machines means that securing computers is even 
more vital
• Machine learning should be viewed as a supplement
• The ‘junk in’ = ’junk out’ philosophy is amplified with AI/ML
• Viewing AI/ML as a black box solution tool is dangerous
• AI/ML is fascinating, but it is not rocket science
• Many of the concepts coming becoming a reality today were in place many 
years ago…computational gains and ingenuity by results-focused people are 
the reason we are talking about these concepts today
The role of AI/ML in retail today
• Most companies are focused (perhaps rightfully so) on using AI/ML to 
do the following
• Anticipate customer behavior
• Change customer behavior
• Ease the customer experience
• Why this focus?
• Tunnel vision on data sources
• Mobile app, internet data and social media drives a huge portion of AI efforts
• Copycat reality
• Hard to ignore the advancements in vision and speech recognition in transportation and 
home use and not incorporate these tools in all industries
AI/ML Opportunities in Retail
• We have yet to give sufficient attention to how ML/AI can assist us 
with tasks and decisions we’ve been doing for years
• Any answer that 10 years ago was made using a ‘rule of thumb’, and 3 
years ago suddenly needed to be data-driven, is a fantastic candidate 
for ML/AI
Final thoughts and contacting Me
• I’m currently heavily involved in how ML/AI can reshape 
transportation logistics and would love to have a similar impact in 
retail
• The first step to appreciating ML/AI is to pilot a project
• Learning about what ML/AI can’t do is equally beneficial to an initial success
• Email – cer@uark.edu
• Cell – 352-281-7617
Deep Learning Demo
• https://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/convnetjs/demo/rldemo.ht
ml
